
1. Free Will Matter behaves deterministically- that is to say it behaves predictably. It is that foundation on which the physical
sciences are built. The only alternative, held by some, is that matter is fundamentally chaotic or unpredictable. In neither
case is free will possible, however; free actions are actions purposed by an agent. Free choices are neither deterministic
nor chaotic. Therefore, free will cannot be derived from matter alone.

2. Morality "Ought" implies "can". If you say someone should do something, it implies that they have the ability to freely choose to
either do or not do that thing. Since free will has already been shown to be impossible if only matter exists, this means
that if matter is all there is, morality is a moot point- it's meaningless. There is no "should". There is only "that which is"
and "that which is not". A collection of atoms in the form of a human being is no more capable of "choosing" its actions
than a collection of atoms in the form of a rock- they are both atoms behaving according to the laws of physics.

3. Personal
Responsibility

People cannot justly be held responsible for actions which they did not freely choose to take. Therefore, without free will
there is no real case for holding people responsible for their actions. Justice is meaningless.

Additionally, personal responsibility is not possible without an "enduring I"- a self which remains throughout changes
in brain states over time. If we (our conscious selves) are nothing more than a collection of brain states, then when
those brain states change over time, the person that exists now is not really the same exact person that existed yesterday
or five minutes ago. What sense does it make to punish a person for something someone else did? If you put someone
in jail for a murder that was committed 5 years or even 5 minutes ago, you are jailing the wrong person! You need to
jail the exact same person who committed the crime, and since brain states have changed, that exact person no longer
exists. The concept of the enduring self is arbitrary and ultimately meaningless from a materialist perspective. 

See: Beyond Death by J.P. Moreland and Gary Habermas

4. Rationality Human reason or rationality also implies freedom and an enduring self; when we talk about "thinking rationally" we
assume there is some standard apart from ourselves called "Logic" or "Reason" to which we can either freely conform or
fail to conform with our thinking. Denying free will undercuts the basis of all human reasoning, because then everything
we think becomes inevitable. We are not free to conform our thoughts to this outside, immutable law called "Logic"- in
fact, such a law cannot even be said to exist, since universal laws are not physical objects. All opinions are equal, since
they all have their cause in the inevitability of nature and none can be objectively known to be "true" or "false".

5. Reason in
light of the
Enduring Self

"To realize the truth of any proposition or even entertain it as something meaningful the same being must be aware of its
different constituents. To be aware of the validity of an argument the same being must entertain premises and
conclusion; to compare two things the same being must, at least in memory, be aware of them simultaneously; and since
all these processes take some time the continuous existence of literally the same entity is required. In these cases an
event which consisted in the contemplating of A followed by another event which consisted in the contemplating of B is
not sufficient. They must be events of contemplating that occur in the same being. If one being thought of wolves,
another of eating, and another of lambs, it certainly would not mean that anybody contemplated the proposition 'wolves
eat lambs' . . . There must surely be a single being persisting through the process to grasp a proposition or inference as a
whole."

[A. C. Ewing. Value and Reality. London: George Allen and Unwin, 1973, pg. 84], quoted in J.P. Moreland, "An
Enduring Self: The Achilles' Heel of Process Philosophy," Process Studies 17 (Fall 1988), pp. 193-199.

6. Leibniz's Law For any entities x and y, if x and y are identical, any truth which can be said about x will also apply equally to y. If minds
are material, rather than supernatural, then states of mind are really states of matter. If anything can be said about a
state of mind that cannot be said about a state of matter, then it follows that mind is not matter. There are many things
which can be said about mental states which could never be said about physical states, thus minds are not physical, and
since minds objectively exist, materialism is refuted.

7. Intentionality
or
"Aboutness"

Mental states have the property of being "about" other things. I can have a mental state which refers to my car, for
example. Physical states simply are- they are not "about" anything. The fact that my coffee cup weighs 1/2 lb is not
"about" anything, it simply is. Mental states are about other things, however. You can think about your spouse, your day,
your favorite meal, etc. Since physical states do not have this property of "aboutness", mental states are not identical to
physical states.
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8. Sensory
experiences
/ Qualia

Sensory experiences are not possible through matter alone. Matter has the property of "redness", but "redness" itself is not
made of matter, nor is it located anywhere except in the immaterial mind. When light of a certain frequency shines on my
retina, the property of "redness" is perceived in my mind, but I have the ability to call to mind this "redness" irrespective of
whether there is actually anything red before my eyes at that moment. While I am contemplating something red or pink or
blue, one could open my brain and still fail to find anything which is actually red or pink or blue. "Redness" does not exist
in the physical world, but rather is an idea in my mind which corresponds to it. Cameras record visual data and transmit it
to a computer which processes and stores that data; but neither cameras nor computers actually "perceive" anything, any
more than my coffee cup does. They are following the mechanical paths of physics prescribed by their structure and
programming.

9. Value of
Life

If all things are made of matter alone, including humans and plants and animals and rocks and water- if all these things
are not fundamentally different but made up of the same stuff, then it becomes arbitrary and pointless to say one of these
things is more "important" or "valuable" than others. What makes one pile of atoms more "valuable" than another pile?
Nothing! It doesn't matter if one pile of atoms looks like a coffee cup and another looks like a human being- both of them
are merely piles of atoms in the end. Killing a person, if they are only atoms, objectively means you have rearranged their
atoms! What's so "bad" about rearranging atoms? We do it every day in countless ways. The value of life is undercut by an
anti-supernaturalistic worldview. Since we innately and self-evidently know that life does have value, especially human
life, the materialistic worldview cannot account for reality and is refuted.

10. Near Death
Experiences
(NDEs)

Since there are verifiable instances of people under controlled, monitored conditions being able to report specific
conscious experiences (which can be known to be accurate by 3rd parties) at times of zero brainwave activity,
consciousness is known to be more than a product of the brain. The soul exists. 

See "Beyond Death" by J.P. Moreland and Gary Habermas for details on this.
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